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PART I: LISTENING SKILLS                                                                    (20 MARKS) 

EXERCISE 1                                                                                      

You will hear a man talking about salad.      

                                                              

Put a tick () in the appropriate box.                                                 (5x1=5 marks) 

 

 

                           SALAD                     

 

 

 
TRUE FALSE 

1. A lot of people eat salad. 
  

2. The speaker thinks it’s too much trouble to make a 

salad. 

  

3. Eating salad is not important for the speaker. 
  

4. Salad dressing makes salad tasty. 
  

5. There is a variety of salads to choose from. 
  

 

 

Source:  http://www.listenaminute.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.listenaminute.com/s/salad.html
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 EXERCISE 2 

You will hear Mari asking Ron about his favourite food. 

Choose the correct answer a, b or c.                                      (5x1=5 marks) 

 

 

                           RON'S FAVOURITE FOOD 

 

 

1. As he was growing up, Ron ate Hawaiian food 

_____.  

 

a. every Sunday 

b. on special occasions 

c. only at restaurants 

 

2. Traditional Hawaiian food cooks for _____ hours.  

 

a. five or six  

b. six or seven 

c. seven or eight 

 

3. Lao-lao is a _____ dish. 

 

a. meat or fish 

b. vegetable or fish   

c. meat or vegetable 

 

4. His favourite dessert has to be _____ together. 

 

a. chocolate ice-cream and chocolate cake 

b. chocolate ice-cream and strawberry ice-cream  

c. strawberry ice-cream and chocolate cake 

 

5. He prefers to eat _____.  

  

a. cooked vegetables 

b. raw vegetables 

c. grilled carrots 

 

Source:  http://www.elllo.org 

 

 

http://www.elllo.org/english/0901/T940-Ron-Food.htm
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EXERCISE 3 

You will hear Daniel and his Mexican friend Olga talking about how to make 

tacos. 

Underline the correct word in brackets.                                   (10x1=10 marks) 

TACOS FOR TWO 

 

Daniel: Hey Olga, how are you? 

Olga:    Hi, and how are you Daniel? 

Daniel: I'm fine thanks. I need to ask you a favour. 

Olga:    Sure, what's up? 

Daniel: Well, I'm trying to impress a girl and I need to 1. (cook / boil) something  

             for her. 

Olga:    I see. 

Daniel: So I was thinking of Mexican 2. (fruit / food). 

Olga:    Wow, that's a good option. 

Daniel: What can you recommend me? 

Olga:    Well, why don't you cook tacos? 

Daniel: OK. 

Olga:    It's 3. (fairly / nearly)  simple  and I think you  can do it… Can you  get  

             tortillas? 

Daniel: I might be able to get them but I'm not really sure. 

Olga:    Well, if you get them then I can just cook the meat, you  know. It's really     

             easy, like in  a  pan, a  frying  pan, you   just 4. (fry / dip)  it   with  onion,      

             salt,  pepper, and  maybe  a little bit  of, you know, chilli  pepper. Do you     

             like it hot? 

Daniel: I would rather not have it that hot. It's the first date. 

Olga:   Yeah, but you know it's romantic, you know. 

Daniel: OK. 

Olga:    Maybe just a  bit. So… yeah you  just   5. (slice / cut) a  little bit of chilli    

             pepper and put it inside and when the meat is done you just put it inside   

             a   tortilla, 6. (cover / wrap)  it and maybe put some   salad, you   know,  

             like lettuce and   tomato 7. (on top / at the bottom)   with a  little bit of  

             cream.                          

Daniel: OK, what kind of cream? 

Olga:   The one that's not 8. (sweet / fresh), you know the natural one. 

Daniel: That white one? 

Olga:    Yeah, right and are you sure about the tortillas? 

Daniel: Just explain to me so in case I cannot get them. 

Olga:    Just get, you know, like corn flour. 

Daniel: Corn flour? 

Olga:    Yeah, yeah, I think you can get it anywhere or at least  on the  internet 
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             and you just 9. (pour / mix) it with some water and maybe a little bit of  

             salt and make, you know, like a...                     

Daniel: Pastry? 

Olga:    Yeah and just take a little round ball the  size  of… you  know, you  can    

             hold   it in  your hand and you know like extend it to make the shape of    

             the tortilla   and  just 10. (heat / boil) it up in the pan without any  oil or    

             anything and it's done like in one minute. 

Daniel: Wow, that's really easy.  

Olga:    Yeah, It’s really easy. 

Daniel: You think it's gonna work? 

Olga:    Of course. 

Daniel: Thanks. 

Olga:    You're welcome. 

 

 

Source: http://www.elllo.org 

 

 

http://www.elllo.org/english/1151/T1176-Olga-Tacos.html
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